Lifecycles

Going deeper activities

11-14

Curriculum Links
England
 Science: Heredity as the process by which genetic information is transmitted from one generation to
the next
Wales
 Science: Variation within species can lead to evolutionary changes and similarities and differences
between species can be measured and classified
Northern Ireland
 Science and Technology: Science

Activity A
Display the ‘Lifecycles’ visual (see final page of this document) for the whole class/group to see.
What is a lifecycle? A lifecycle shows how a living thing grows into an adult and has offspring itself.
The reason it is a lifecycle is because organisms of the same species grow into similar versions of
their parents due to genes being passed from parent to offspring.
Different genes code for different characteristics and the inherited genotype (the sum total of
our genes) codes for the phenotype (appearance). Both genes and the environment can affect
phenotype and lead to variation in a species e.g. human eye colour is a variation that is coded for
by our genes, plant growth might be affected by genes but could also be affected by nutrients in
the soil).
Ask learners working in pairs to list examples of environmental factors that may create variation
in species. Share as a class the ideas that pairs have written down. Examples include: Food
availability/diet, light exposure, water availability, temperature, physical accidents, lifestyle, illness/
disease, culture).
Which examples are only plant related, animal related or human related?
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Activity B
Ask learners to choose an animal from the ‘Lifecycles’ visual or a lifecycle they learned about on
their recent visit to WWT. Using the list of environmental factors they have created in Activity A, can
they list how the heredity, characteristics and lifecycle of the animal would be affected?
e.g. frog
 Temperature – if the temperature increases, this could cause bodies of water to get smaller,
not allowing as many frogs to live there. This may affect a frog’s chances of finding a mate and
reproducing.
 Water availability (too much or too little) – frogs lay their eggs in water so if there was no water
available, the frog wouldn’t be able to reproduce.
 Physical accidents - if the frog was injured, this would make it look different to other frogs
and could affect its ability to feed or mate, for example. This would affect the frog’s health
and lifecycle.

Less time?
Just do Activity A

Have a whole afternoon?
Extend Activity A by playing ‘Inherited or Environment’. Ask learners to draw a table with headings
‘inheritance’, ‘environment’ and ‘both’ written along the top. Call out a characteristic and ask
learners to place them in the correct column e.g. scar (environment), body mass (both), eye colour
(inherited), intelligence (both), spoken language (environment), nose shape (inherited), height
(both), arthritis (both), whether one’s earlobe is attached or detached (inherited), blood type
(inherited), sporting ability (both), health (both).

Go outside
Look for and make a list of environmental factors that may affect animals living in the local area
e.g. danger (traffic, human interference, plastic/litter), lack of habitat and therefore protection, lack
of food if green areas are reducing, abundance of human food/unhealthy food (bins, dumps, food
waste), polluted soils (for plants), too much rain (habitat flooded)/too little rain (lack of water).
What actions big or small can we take, as individuals or as a group, to minimise the negative
impact of these environmental factors on our local wildlife? (Reduce litter, create habitats e.g.
wildlife areas, bug hotels, pond, boggy/marshy area, plant trees/plants, support the work of
charities that work to conserve areas for wildlife). This could potentially lead to a larger piece of
work in which learners create wildlife safe havens in the school grounds.
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